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GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS
RAILWAY RECRUITMENT BOARD :Patna
Website: www.rrbpatna.gov.in

Phone Number: 0612‐2677680

Short listing of Candidates for Document Verification for CEN 03/2019 – Ministerial & Isolated Category Posts
1.0 Further to the notice dated: 23.03.2022, Candidates bearing the following roll numbers (15‐digit) arranged in ascending order (not in order of merit) horizontally have been provisionally
shortlisted for Document Verification (DV) and medical examination down from the merit list in order to fill the shortfall/replacement in empanellement of the candidates against the posts
mentioned below:‐
Roll Number of candidates shortlisted for Document Verification and Medical Examination in ascending order (not in order of merit) horizontally
Category No.01‐JUNIOR STENOGRAPHER HINDI
‐‐
263191130001924
263191260001980
263194260001933
263195310001409
Total number of candidates shortlisted : 04
Category No.04‐STAFF and WELFARE INSPECTOR
263194260002398
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
Total number of candidates shortlisted : 01
Category No.05‐CHIEF LAW ASSISTANT
263194260002537
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
Total number of candidates shortlisted : 01
List‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐End
End of List
2.0 The shortlisted candidates will be informed through official SMS/Email (provided in their application) about the actual date and place of Document Verification.
3.0 Candidates have to upload scanned colour copies of the certificates/documents as listed in item No. 2 (page‐2) of DV e‐call letter (as applicable to individual cases) in the portal https://oirms‐
ir.gov.in/rrbdv/. The instruction for uploading the certificates/documents is available in the portal. This portal will be active from 10 days prior and upto the date of DV. candidates are advised to
read the detailed instructions given in the DV e‐call letter carefully and bring all the required certificates/documents in original at the time of DV.
4.0 The candidates called for DV should produce all the original documents along with two sets of photo‐copies in A4 size as detailed in the CEN and ecall letter issued for Document Verification.
5.0 Those candidates called for Document Verification may note that after completion of DV, they will be sent for medical examination at the nominated Railway Hospital located in the
jurisdiction of concerned RRB on the next day of DV. The candidates are required to come prepared to stay for three to four days accordingly. Candidates have to pay the prescribed medical fee
of Rs 24/‐ only. There are no other charges to be paid to the Hospitals/Health Unit for the medical examination. In rare cases, where the investigation like CT Scan, Ultra Sound, tests to rule out
refractive eye surgery etc., have to be carried out for which necessary facility is not available in the Railway Hospital/Health Unit, then for such investigation, candidates may have to make the
requisite payment to the concerned laboratory/hospital.
6.0 The candidature of all the shortlisted candidates is purely provisional and is liable to be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or thereafter, in case of any inconsistency/ deficiency/
discrepancy detected in the information furnished by them in their online application or any malpractice on their part coming to the notice at any stage of the recruitment process or thereafter.
7.0 It is to be noted that merely short listing or calling a candidate for Document Verification/Medical examination does not entitle him/her in any way to an appointment in the Railways.
8.0 While every care has been taken in preparing the result, RRB reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake etc. RRB regrets the inability to entertain any
correspondence on this account from the candidates.
Important: Beware of the touts who may misguide the candidates with false promises of getting them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment process in the RRB exams is
fully computerized and the selection is based on merit of candidates only. Please visit the official websites of RRBs for regular updates and information.

Date : 12th October 2022

Chairman/RRB/Patna

